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Bio
Hakeem Adam is a Ghanaian artist-in-learning and freelance arts and culture 
writer exploring the power of narrative, transmitted through various 
creative outlets including poetry, creative writing, photography, video art and 
sound design. He is also the founder and creative director of DANDANO, a Pan-
African cultural platform for African film and music 
criticism and documentation. His work is fixated on broadcasting ideas that help 
our collective investigation of themes such as identity, emotion, politics and 
freedom. 
He completed a degree in Psychology and English from the University of Ghana 
in 2017 but is a self-taught multidisciplinary artist. He has worked with 
publications like OkayAfrica, 10and5, Dynamic Africa, Roads and Kingdoms, 
Culture Trip, ACCRA[dot]ALT and Circumspecte as a freelance writer. 
Hakeem Adam’s current practice involves developing a methodology for 
employing sound as the predominant narrative device in video art.



Self-Portrait of a Dream
• 5 single channel color video 

installations with stereo sound
• 1 generative video projection with 

sound 
• Developed at Cryptic’s Visual Artist 

Residency Programme 2019 (Cove 
Park, Scotland



Self-Portrait of a Dream Artist Statement

Self portrait of a dream is a video and sound art project that attempts to survey and situate a space for 
projecting intimate ideas into reality. The project operates as a sonic and visual representation of the 
contested space that is the subconscious where our cognition of reality and our subjective projections of that 
same reality battle for space, attention and relevance. Made up of 5 video and sound installations, the non-
linear narrative work if inspired by various research works into the psychology of dreaming and sleep (REM 
sleep) as well as the artists own unique overview on the act of dream as a form of militant defiance of our 
present reality, where we aim to alter our world through the singular act or wishful thinking. The videos 
are threaded as meditation on fluidity that encourage viewers to center themselves and their thoughts as 
they continually bend their dreams to fit the space the world makes available for wishful thinking. Through 
a prism of infinity, the installation playfully validates escapism as survival in a climate fixated on the pain of 
endurance.

Using self-portraiture as a lens to magnify the scope of the active process of dreaming, the work invites 
audience to partake in an open surgery of the contested situational space that is the subconscious through a 
sequence of fragments video projections harmonized by sound. The goal is to prompt a form of collective 
catharsis that becomes apparent once viewers begin to question their own relationship with dreaming, 
either as an extension of the subconscious into the conscious reality or an avenue for escape.



Self-Portrait	of	a	Dream	Video	Sequence
1. Eye
(single	channel	HD	color	video	 installation	with	stereo	sound.	Runtime:	02:13)
This	is	the	first	video	in	the	sequence	and	it	unfolds	as	the	onset	of	dreaming.	It	is	directly	inspired	by	Rapid	Eye	
Movement	 (REM)	Sleep,	where	dreaming	is	set	to	begin.
Link: https://vimeo.com/324399611
Password:	cove
2. The	Dream	Space
(single	channel	HD	color	video	 installation	with	stereo	sound.	Runtime: 03:27)
This	video	situates	the	malleable,	fluid	and	ever	changing	space	that	is	the	subconscious,	guiding	 the	viewer	
through	 the	different	 transitionary	elements	of	dreams	where	concrete	elements	of	our	cognition	of	the	physical	
world	are	cast.	This	video	is	a diptych and	functions	 best	when	seen	before	“Paralysis”.
Link: https://vimeo.com/326326042
Password:	cove
3. Paralysis
(single	channel	HD	color	video	 installation	with	stereo	sound.	Runtime: 01:11)
The	video	is	a	diptych	and	works	best	and	seen	before	or	after	“The	Dream	Space”.	It	is	inspired	by	studies	into	
sleep	paralysis	as	a	sleep	disorder	as	well	as	various	studies	into	the	bodies	physical	response	 to	the	cognitive	state	
of	dream.	It	introduces	and	describe	the	conflict	of	dealing	with	the	subconscious	as	a	space	for	projecting	 reality,	
unveiling	 the	chaos,	tension	and	trauma	that	can	exist,	whilstguiding the	viewer	to	overcome	it.
Link: https://vimeo.com/324405627
Password:	cove



4. NOT	A	WILLING	PARTICIPANT

(single	channel	HD	color	video	 installation	with	stereo	sound.	Runtime: 01:16)

Inspired	by	video	games	as	being	a	childhood	 introduction	 to	dream,	this	video	heightens	the	conflict	and	
tension of	having	to	navigate	both	 the	physical	world	and	the	subconscious.	 It	also	highlights	 how	powerless	
the	mind/body	 can	be	whilst	dreaming.	This	video	is	also	a	diptych	and	works	best	when	seen	before	or	after	
“Swallow	the	Pill”

Link: https://vimeo.com/318043461

Password:	cove

5. Swallow	The	Pill

(single	channel	HD	color	video	 installation	with	stereo	sound.	Runtime: 00:53)

This	video	challenges	the	caution	and	danger	of	the	subconscious	 as	well	as	opposes	 the limitations	we	place	
on	it	by	incentivizing	 the	viewer	to	make	the	space	work	for	him	or	her.	It	encourages	escape	and	playfulness.	 It	
references	various	pop-culture	moments	 including	Alice	in Wonderland,	 The	Matrix	and	Frank	Ocean.	It	is	also	
a	diptych	and	works	best	when	seen	before	or after	NOT	A	WILLING	PARTICIPANT.

Link: https://vimeo.com/324497451

Password:	cove



6. Audio Reactive Visual:
(holographic projection with stereo sound)

This generative art element was designed and build as a piece of software with Jitter in MAX MSP. It 
contains a green sphere composed of dots that is made to rotate to the rhythmic of a piece of music. 
The rhythm is a simple five beat count that is the bases for a lot of African and Caribbean music. The 
installation functions in opposition to the Eurocentric idea of time and movement, reminding the audience 
to break the monotony of this rhythm and allow their dreams and ideas to be fluid and unpredictable. The 
hologram is created using a simple truncated transparent pyramid, inverted on a screen and the software 
will run infinitely.
Link to video demonstration: https://vimeo.com/323307481

Password: cove

Each videos are to be installed as a loop. All visuals were created with original footage edited in Final Cut 
Pro. All sound/sonic elements were produced and designed with Ableton, Garage Band, Audacity and MAX 
MSP.

All video are available for download on demand. 



Negative Space In A Positive Light

2 single channel video installation with stereo sound. Created at ColabNowNow a 
residency in Maputo, Mozambique organized by the British Council Southern Africa Arts 
(ConnectZA) and Maputo Fast Forward. October 2018



Negative Space In A Positive Light Artist 
Statement
Negative Space In A Positive Light is a video art project detailing and broadcasting the cycles of 
anxiety through a sequences of double exposure video sculptures, guided by the narrative of 
organic sounds, engineered to transport the viewer into the psyche of someone surviving anxiety 
and depression. The work weaponized sound as the primary narrative device to complement the 
convergence of various dark and bright colors to form a synesthetic experience of the 
psychological states. Negative Space In A Positive light was inspired by the Mujahid Series, a 
series of multiple exposure photographs seeking to investigate psychological and internal states 
such as anxiety and depression from a pseudo-religious standpoint, using pop art colors and 
double exposure to create uncertain characters. The works are inspired by the Islamic philosophy 
of Jihad, which literally translates as to engage in struggle. As such Negative Space In A Positive 
Light takes you through the internal struggle the artists goes through and how creating work is 
the perfect remedy for surviving the feelings of drowning that can be. The work was created in 
Maputo, Mozambique in October 2018 as part of the Colab Now Now residency organized by the 
British Council and Maputo Fast Forward, with a lot of the sonic and video elements sourced 
directly from that environment. 



Negative Space in a Positive Light: https://vimeo.com/297992285 password: Maputo2018
Negative Space Text:  https://vimeo.com/301352376 password: text

Video files available on demand



The Mujahid Series
A series of 13 double 
exposure photographs. 
20x24 inches 
August 2018



The Mujahid Series Artist Statement

The Mujahid Series is a body of double exposure photographs engineered to highlight the multiplicity of 
psychological states that the artist, Hakeem Adam faces in his quest to be expressive. The work employs bold pop-art 
inspired colors to create nebulous images that allude to the undefined yet vibrant natures of these emptions that 
shape the work of the artist. The work is directly inspired by the Islamic philosophy of Jihad which loosely translates 
as struggle. As such the artist, uses this Islamic perspective to reinterpret the struggle he faces and how braving the 
experience is the only outlet to freedom. As such, the person become a Mujahid, one engaged on Jihad and the 
photographs as his inner vision of the intimate and personal struggle he experiences.

Despite coming from a pseudo-religious standpoint, the work reflects the contemporary nature of mental health by 
referencing popular culture like hip hop to make statement about mental health, especially among artists. By 
allowing the work to be autobiographical and personal, the artist allows viewers to bring their own experiences of 
anxiety and depression in reading the work and expanding the conversations around surviving mental, despite the 
unending tirade of socio-economic roadblocks one has to constantly overcome.

Hakeem Adam. June 2018.









To Join The Stars
Single channel color video with stereo

August 2018



To Join The Stars Synopsis

To Join The Stars is a video art project by Hakeem Adam which seeks to use filmic language and sound art 
to create a narrative around the institution of death in a pre-colonial Ghanaian setup, examining the 
dissociation of the body and the soul as form of time travel. The film seeks not to celebrate life or mourn 
death but to visually portray the journey, from the perspectives of the body and the soul. The film is 
inspired by eroding funeral cultures in northern Ghana by paying homage to these existing cultures as a 
way of prompting a rethinking and relearning of these vanishing traditional. Burial practices among the 
Konkomba, Frafra, Talensi and Sisala culture are the main research material for the film as the project very 
deliberately dissociates Christian and Islamic funeral rites from the traditional rituals. The film seeks to 
make death intimate as opposed to its structure as a communal and public event. Additionally, sound art is 
used to center the narrative as a collection of audio clips from space (gathered by NASA) are engineered 
using sound design/art to drive the narrative of the piece.

Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/270858090

Password: 671829 

Video file available on demand



Architecture of Time
A Collaboration with Nikiwe Dlova
At ColabNowNow, Maputo 2019.



Photography: Hakeem Adam
Styling and Creative Direction: Nikiwe Dlova

Maputo, Mozambique (October 2018)



DANDANO

A Pan-African cultural institution dedicated to analyzing, critiquing and 
documenting African film and music. 

Established: March 2017





Audience: 18,500 overall views from over 25 countries. 
80 Web posts. 8,000 average yearly visitors. 720 Twitter Followers.  





Contact: tuffassassin11@gmail.com
Portfolio: hakeemadam.wordpress.com

Vimeo: 
https://vimeo.com/user85028663

Twitter/Instagram: @mansah_Hakeem



   
                 

 
                     
               

 
   
                       
             
                 
                 
                 

 
     

                     
                 
                   
             
           
                   
               
                   
               
                     
                 
                 
               
                 
               

 
     

                   
                    

 
     

                  
                 

 
     

                  
                   
                   

 
          

         
           

 
                      

 
              

         

  

             

                      
         

            
         

        

 
                
 

           

  

              
           
                   

                
   
               
  

              

 

    

    
    

                 
               
              
                            
              
              
          

  

            

  

         
         

          
            

 

              

              
   

                         

  

Current Representation: Hakeem Adam, Accra, Ghana. tuffassassin11@gmail.com

       

            

 

     

            

              
  

                              

Freelance writing portfolio:

1st Place - Ghana Portraits Photo Prize. The Netherlands Embassy Ghana and Nuku Studio, 
Accra, Ghana. 2018.

Awards:

                  
 

            
                      

HAKEEM ADAM
+233 245 474 279 | tuffassassin11@gmail.com | Portfolio | Instagram | dandano.org

Education:
University of Ghana. B. A, Psychology and English, 2017.

Solo Exhibitions:
     

Publications and Media:

“DANDANO: an online platform focusing on African film and music.” BubbleGuClub. July 2017.
“The young Ghanaian visual artist discusses the themes of mental health and anxiety in his Mujahid series” Nataal. 
December 2018

Talks:

2018 - Jet Lag, “Colab Now Now”, The British Council and Maputo Fast Fowrad, Maputo, Mozambique.
2018 - The LABs, “CHALE WOTE Street Art Festival ”, ACCRA [dot] ALT, Accra, Ghana.
2017 - Sabolai Radio LABs, “Sabolai Radio Music Festival ”, ACCRA [dot] ALT, Accra, Ghana.
2017 - Kyekyeku, “Music Talk and Album ”, Abajo, Accra, Ghana.

Residencies:

2018 - British Council and Maputo Fast Forward, “Colab Now Now,” Maputo, Mozambique.
2019 - Cryptic Artist Residency Program, “Cryptic”, Glasgow and Cove Park, Scotland.

2018 - British Council and Maputo Fast Forward, “Colab Now Now,” Maputo, Mozambique.
CHALE WOTE Street Art Festival 2018, “Mujahid Series,” Accra, Ghana.

2018 - Okay Space, “Ground Games,” New York, USA.
2018 -

2018 - The Grassi Museum, “Made in Africa,” Leipzig, East Germany.

2018 - Many Studios, “Kobi Onyame Versus The Artist,” Glasgow, Scotland.
2017 - Accra Theatre Workshop ( An African Walks Into An Echo Chamber), “The Rest Is Noise,” Accra, Ghana.

2017 - Ancestor Project, “In Memoriam: Portraits of the Middle Passage, In Situ/The Nkyinkyim Installation,” 
Cape Coast, Ghana.

2018 - The Netherlands Embassy Ghana and Nuku Studio, “Portraits Ghana Photo Prize,” Accra, Ghana.

 

2018 - Limbo Accra, Accra, Ghana.
 

2019 - Alt Lounge - Carbon, Accra, Ghana.

Group Exhibitions:

Hakeem Adam 

https://hakeemadam.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/hakeem-adam-writing-portfolio/

